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Real Estate Software
The information presented in this manual is fictitious and should not be construed as legal training, but as a guide to the
product and an explanation of the features for software usage and design.
This manual begins with instructions for activating the software content followed by instructions for using the “Start”
program.

GETTING STARTED
While the “File Menu” items, “New,” “Open,” “Delete,” “Import,” and “Help” are always available, a file must be
opened (active) to gain access to the rest of the software content. The content of the “Start” program will vary. When
the “Convey It – Deeds” program is purchased, the “Start” program will contain buyer and seller signature and notary
features. Call Display Systems, Inc., to discuss specific content.
The image below is of the Real Estate software being open, but the menu remains in-active until a settlement case file is
opened. Use “New” and “Open” from the “File” menu to activate the software’s menu and other features.

Real Estate Software
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FILE NAME, NEW, OPEN and EXIT
File Name
The “File Name” is a software label to represent the settlement case file’s reference which could be a combination of
alpha, numeric, and special characters. The “File Name” prints on closing statements, title forms and other documents,
up to 15 characters. Each “File Name” represents a different settlement case. The software content becomes dedicated
to the settlement case file, depending on which file name is active. The “File Name” is used to reference the settlement
case in the software’s “Open” directory list of files. Activate the settlement case file using “New” or “Open” from the
“File” menu.
To begin using the program for the first time, click “New” and type a settlement case reference into “File Name.”
The slash, colon and semi-colon characters are not supported in the “File Name.” The file name may also be the
commitment reference (name or number). Each “File Name” must be unique. Duplicate file references are not
supported. The “Matter Number” is optional.
Suggestion: Create a practice file to learn the program features. Another recommendation for learning DisplaySoft™ is
to create a file that closed in a different software, enter the same information in DisplaySoft,™ and then compare the
results. Create a file for the purpose of printing certain forms containing non specific information (an empty file).
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NEW FILES
The “Start” program opens automatically to a data entry menu and other program modules become available when
creating new files from the “New” menu. Re-opening a file does not open “Start” automatically. You can choose from
the available programs instead. Click on “File,” “New,” and type in up to 15 alpha/numeric/special characters
Click “File,” “New” to create more settlement case files. Click “Open” from the file menu to return to a file in progress
and then click on any available program module, “Start,” “CDF,” “Convey It,” “Your Forms,” “Your Media,” “Fidelity.”
Program modules are purchased separately.
The software is activated in the illustration. Two files are open, the top-most file is the “active” file. The “Start” program
is open and data entry points are available. Other program modules on the menu bar are active. The module for a closing
statement, CDF, HUD or GFE, must be selected in the “Terms” data entry window. The title forms module, Fidelity
Family, Old Republic, First American, Stewart, etc., must be selected inside “Terms” when more than one title product is
purchased.

Active Software, Active File, Active Module is “Start”
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OPEN A FILE
Upon closing a file or exiting the software and then returning to the software, use “File,” “Open” and then click a file
name to retrieve settlement case files in progress. Next, click a module program and begin data entry.
A “Recent” list is provided and it will list the last few files that have been recently processed,
Use “Filter” to search for a file name under “Open” and “Recent.” The “Advance Search” will locate characters within
the name. Non-advance searches only the beginning characters and exact matches.

File Search

Files in process
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Two new files have been created in succession, illustrated below. The top-most file is the “active” file. Several files may
remain open at the same time. Data entry will be applied to the top-most file. Click the “Push Pin” to reveal the opened
files, otherwise hover the mouse over the active file to reveal other open files. Click a file name to move a file into the
“active file” position (switch files).
QUICK FEATURE ICONS
Click the parachute icon to quickly add a scanned document or other type of form to “Your Media” (requires the
Convey It program).
Click the up arrow icon to quickly print, PDF or Email the “Edit” form you are currently have open, i.e., Terms,
Property, etc., from the “Start” program; the Closing Disclosure from “Close It” or a document from “Convey It.”
EXIT FILE and EXIT SOFTWARE
Hover the mouse over the active file list to reveal the “x” symbol beside the file name. Click the “x” to close one file at
a time.
The “x” in the upper right corner of the program will exit all files and close the software. The “x” symbol in the “Close
All Files?” message box will cancel exiting. Otherwise, choose to either close “All Files” or “The Current File,” being
the top-most file (active file) in the open files list.
“Active”
File

Push Pin

Your Media

Quick Print/PDF/Email
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Exit File(s)
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Each time a new file is created and when a file is opened, the software activates. A new file will activate the “Start”
program automatically.
Upon exiting and then returning to the software, use “Open” to select a file and to open one or more files in succession.
Then chose an entry point. Click “Start” to begin preliminary data entry, or choose another program from the program
menu bar.
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Closing Disclosure Form “CDF” Program

“Start” Program

The “Save As” feature is another way to make a new file. Settlement case files mistakenly created under the wrong file
name reference can use “Save As” (copy) to save the content under the correct file name or number. Essentially, “Save
As” is a duplicate of one file but stored under a different file name reference. The duplicate contains all the information
from the original settlement case file. The original file is not removed. The “Delete” feature removes file names from
the database.

Display Systems, Inc.

Data From “Start”
The “Start” program provides global information necessary to complete documents in the “Convey It” program.
“Terms” contains the settlement date and value for consideration. Information from “Start” populates all forms in
“Convey It.” “Start” “Property” contains the address and legal description of the property being conveyed or financed.
The “Buyer” and “Seller” information contains the type of name (individuals/entity), gender (he/she/they), as well as
the signatures and notary acknowledgment. The data from the “Start” program appears in a white background. The
data from “Start” is unavailable until the “override” feature is activated. Make changes in “Start” to allow the changes
to flow to all documents.
Data From the “Start” program

“Start” data

Data flows to the “Convey It” program

Data from “Start”
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The “Start” Program
The “Start” program is designed for one-time-data entry so that it flows from this point of origin and populates all of the
forms in the software. The “Start” program collects information global to all settlement statements, documents and title
commitment\policy forms, and then when changes are made to the global information, “Start” will update those forms.
Begin anywhere. Return to any data entry point at any time, as information becomes available. Click a topic to begin
data entry.
Terms
A settlement form style must be selected before the closing statement, “Close It,” is activated. Also choose a transaction
type to set the settlement case style. Do not choose a settlement form and transaction type until certain, as this is one
change that cannot be undone. Otherwise, click into a data entry field and type, or select from a list when available. Use
the calendar to select a date or simply type “120117” and the date will automatically format into a date “12/01/17.”

Start Program
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Chose a point of data entry in the “Start” program. “Terms” is the most likely beginning of the data entry process.
To conclude the “file reference” discussion, it is important to note there is an internal file reference and an external
file reference. The internal “File #” is used to reference the file through out the software and print up to 15 characters
on the settlement statement and other forms, including disbursed checks. The external file name is used only in the
“Open” list.
While the file reference can be changed internally to either match or vary from the external file name used to create
the “New” settlement case file, the “Open” file list will continue to reference the external “File Name” under the
“Open” directory list of existing files. Keeping the same file reference for internal and external file names is
recommended, but the option is available when the need arises. Use this option at your own discretion.

External File name

Underwriter

Your Firm Name Here

Your Firm Name Here
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Property Information
Enter information by tabbing or click into the data field and type, pressing the tab key on the keyboard will move the
mouse to the next spot.
Using the list, and typing the first few letters of the city will filter down. The associated zip code and county fill in
when the city is selected and the tab key is pressed.
Alternatively, the zip code has a list and will fill in the city and county when selected. The city name will be prompted if
there is more than one city in that zip code area, otherwise the city and county fill in automatically when the zip code is
keyed in or selected, after the tab key is pressed. Use the locator symbol to open a map in a web browser.

Start Program
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DisplayWord Processor
®

"DisplayWord" is a word processor identified by an “Edit Legal” button embedded on certain forms. The information
typed into DisplayWord ® appears on the form at the “Edit Legal” button location. The DisplayWord® processor has a
clause list for storing repetitive verbiage that can be retrieved and used in any file. One legal description template clause
is provided in the software. The legal description on the clause list may be modified. You can form your own legal
description templates to add to the list.
Legal Description
The legal description is labeled specifically as such and may be accessed through the “Legal Description” button
available in the “Start” program and the “Edit Legal” button embedded on each document that requires a legal
description. Making changes to the legal description in one location will affect all forms throughout the settlement case
file. Simply type into the workspace or click one time on the clause name from the list, i.e., Legal.rtf, to preview the
text and then double click the clause name to insert the text into the workspace. The text inside the workspace becomes
part of a document.
• Fill in the “____” blanks (“Stop Code”) that are not merged. Use the “Field Codes,” “Next” button from the menu to
locate blanks (“Stop Code”) and fill them in.
• The “Field Code” will fill in (merge) upon exiting or you can click on “Field Codes,” “View Code ***Data***”
from the menu to view the merged information.
• Click the “Legal Description” button to return to the workspace to add, remove or otherwise make changes as
needed.

Field Codes
merge on exit
Clause
List

Workspace

Preview Clause
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Buyer and Seller Names, Address, Interest, Signature, and Notary
The buyer and seller name information have the same software design features. The signature and notary
acknowledgement information blocks are only available when the “Convey It” product is present.
The “Start” program makes it easy to produce documents elsewhere in the software by setting up the names in one place
then pushing the information to the rest of the software. When a modification of a name is required, making changes in
“Start” updates the names throughout the software.

The name information screen is a continuous page. Scroll down or use the “zoom” to see all content.

Name(s)

Notary
Acknowledgement

Signature(s)

Zoom
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Entering Buyer and Seller Names
Begin with the type of name. The signature and notary will adjust the style accordingly. Each name has an interest
“giving title as” sellers and “taking title as” for buyers.
A married couple are considered one party, together. A seller in the midst of divorce may be entered as separate
individuals depending on their circumstance.
Use the “Add 2nd” button to add as many names necessary. The signature and notary acknowledgment will adjust
accordingly. Click or tab to the “first” name and type the appropriate information into the field. Pressing the tab key
will move the cursor to the next spot.
The first name may not be deleted. The “Clear” button will empty the first name(s). After adding another seller, a
“Delete This” name button becomes available. Clearing and deleting removes the signature and notary
acknowledgement information, too.

“Start”

Commitment
Person
Entity

“Name 1,” A Married Couple, is all one name
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Inside “Start,” type in the name(s) and address(es) under the Name 1 box, add more names if necessary, and then scroll
down and use the “override” feature if necessary. Use the “Edit Long Style Name” check box to make necessary
changes to complex buyer and seller names.

“Start” names in over-ride

Seller #1 (page 1 of 3)

Seller #2 (page 2 of 3)
Scroll down for “override”
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For complex situations, three components (name, signature, notary acknowledgement) can be customized inside the
“Start” program to populate the deeds and the commitment\policy. A complex situation could be multiple parties signing
in different locations requiring more witnesses and separate notary acknowledgements. When a change or correction is
required, use the “Start” program to make changes and the information will update deeds and the commitment\policy.

“Start” names in over-ride

Seller Information (page 3 of 3)

Combined seller name block has an over-ride

Seller signature block has an over-ride

Seller notary acknowledgement block has an over-ride
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Edit Long Style Name
The party’s names are grouped together and formed for documents and the title commitment\policy automatically.
The “Edit Long Style Names” feature separates the name style on the closing settlement statement from the name style
on the documents and title commitment\policy forms, i.e., the closing statement doesn’t use the marital status or interest
in the land. The “Seller Information As It Appears on Documents” feature is used to populate the names in “Convey It”
documents and the title commitment/policy forms, not the closing settlement statement. The closing settlement
statement forms (CDF, HUD, GFE) will only update from the “Name 1,” and “Name 2” blocks, etc. The “Edit Long
Style Names” feature allows for specific wording as required on the deed and title commitment/policy forms. When a
change or a correction to the buyer or seller name is necessary, making changes to the “long style” names will update
the documents. You will need to go to the closing statement to make changes to the names, if necessary, because “Start:
will not update names when the “Edit Long Style Names” feature is selected. On the other hand, when the closing
statement requires additional wording to the names that will not to be included on the documents, i.e. qualified
intermediary, then use the “Edit Long Style Names” feature in “Start” to isolate the names and prevent “Start” from
making changes to the party name on the closing settlement statement.
“Start” name 1 and name 2 as they will appear on all documents

“Start” names in over-ride with additional wording as they will appear on all documents
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Signature Block and Notary Acknowledgment
Signature blocks for buyer and seller appear only when the “Convey It” program is purchased. Forming the signature in
“Start” manages the signature on all documents throughout the software. When a change or correction is necessary,
making the change in “Start” will update the documents throughout the software.
Signature Block
The signature block for buyers and sellers formulate automatically based on the how many names are typed into “Start”
and which style of name is selected. Individual or entity.
Individual(s) Style Signature and Notary Acknowledgment

Entity Style Signature and Notary Acknowledgment

Start Program
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The signature block in the “Start” program has two features to formulate signature blocks. The “Move” button quickly
separates the party names. The “Edit Signatures” feature can also separate the party names and add more signature and
witness lines. Use the feature that best suits the situation.
“Move” Signature Feature
Use the “Move” feature to quickly separate signatures and add a separate notary in one click.
Seller Signatures “Move”
Seller Information (page 3 of 3)

Move Results: Seller signatures and notary added a page 4
Seller Information (page 3 of 4)

Seller Information (page 4 of 4)

Seller #2 signature and notary

Seller #1 signature and notary
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“Edit Signatures” Feature
Click the “Edit Signatures” check box to open “Start” signature block. The “Edit” feature allows you to modify the
signatory to add/delete witnesses and party signature lines to effect all documents in the “Convey It” program.

“Start” Notary Acknowledgment
Click the “Edit Notary” check box to open “Start” notary acknowledgement clause and reveal more features. Use the
“Notary is out of the United States option, make changes to the party name(s), and add another notary clause. Making
changes in the “Start” program will update all the documents in the “Convey It” program.

Start Program
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Buyer and Seller Address
The buyer and seller may be living in a different state from the property address or living outside the United States. The
address features for buyer and seller are intuitive and easy to use. The “Use Property Address” option will populate the
party’s address with the property’s address. The “Address is out of the United States” feature will add “Country” and
“Province” to the party’s address. The “Documents are Mail-A-Way” feature is informative but has no effect on the
address and documents. Use the locator symbol to open a map in a web browser and get directions.

Get Directions
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Lender, Mortgage Broker, Real Estate Broker
Type in the lender information or use the list feature to store lender information. List storage allows you to retrieve the
information into any settlement case file. The list name allows storage for same-name lenders that have different
addresses. The mortgage broker (Mtg Bkr) and Real Estate Broker (R/E Bkr) have the same features described for the
lender.

List
CD Page 1

CD Page 2
CD Page 5
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Payoff 1st and 2nd Mortgage
Enter the payoff information in “Start” and the information will populate the CDF Closing Disclosure Statement and
appear on the “Seller’s Loan Payoff Representation and Agreement” statement.
Use the “Add” button to add a second mortgage payoff block. Use the “Clear” button to empty the data entry. Use the
“Delete” button to delete the first or second mortgage payoff block.
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List Storage
Throughout the software, any list with the capability of being added to has an “add” and “edit” feature. They are
indicated by the letters “a” as a prompt to add the blurb and the “e” representing an item already on the list that may be
changed (edit). List items can be used in all settlement case files enabling quicker data entry. To remove an item from
the list, use edit and delete the characters (delete key).
The witnesses contain two lines each and may be filled in with a name when known. The “Printed Name:__” blurb is
included in the software. The witness list may be further developed by storing other often used witness phrases and
permanent witness names.

Add

Add to the list
Click the “a”

symbol to add to the list.

Edit the list

Edit

Click the “e”
symbol to “Edit” an item on
the list. When the item is on the list, typing the
first few letters completes the blurb.
Alternatively, use the list indicator to select a
blurb from the list.

Add marital status and other interest to a list
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There are storage lists available for Lender,
Mortgage Broker, and Real Estate Broker, too.
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Case Report
The “Case Report” is a summary form generated from the “Start” information.
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OUTPUT: Print, PDF and Outlook Email:
1. Click “File”
2. Click “Output” and then choose a “Print,” “PDF” or “Outlook Email” option.
3. Click the “Start” module name to expand the “Start” category, and other module buttons to reveal
available forms. You can select other forms in any program module to print at the same time.
4. Select documents by name, i.e., “Case Report”
5. Click the “Print” (3 in Q) button; or click PDF; or Outlook Email
• Click the document name in the queue to deselect a selected document (cancel).
• Click the

expander symbol to exit output and return to data entry.

• Click “File” to return to the data entry menu.

Do more than print under “Output”
1

Exit
3 “Start” module

4 Select documents
“Close It” module
“Convey It” module
Selected
documents
queued

Your
Underwriter

“Insure It” module

Each “module” is purchased separately
The “Close It” module refers to CD, GFE and the original HUD settlement statements.
The “Convey It” module refers to documents, i.e., deeds and affidavits.
The “Insure It” module refers to title insurance; commitment, policy and endorsements, etc., designed specifically to the
title insurance company purchased with the DisplaySoft™ software. More than one “Insure It” may be purchased.
Start Program
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For questions or assistance contact:

Display Systems, Inc.
100 S.W. 15th Avenue
Okeechobee, FL 34974
(863) 763-5555 phone
(863) 467-0816 fax
Email:
sales@displaysoft.com
support@displaysoft.com
Web Site:
www.displaysoft.com
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